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Introduction 

The question of the width of Eskom’s power line servitudes on privately owned land is very sensitive and 
has legal, health and safety as well as emotional connotations attached to it. This is even more so in areas 
with high land values or where buildings are in close proximity to the selected route (the latter being the 
‘critical areas’). The final decision taken on the width of the servitude will ultimately determine how 
effectively Eskom can exercise its rights over the property in its effort to supply affordable electrical power. 
This while taking all health and safety precautions into account, as well as maintaining good relations with 
property owners.  

The Electrical Machinery Regulations, promulgated under Section 43 of the Occupational Health and Safety 
Act 85 of 1993, and SANS 10280 provide for statutory clearances.  

The current regulation 15(1) published in Government Gazette No 11458 of 12 August 1988. "The electric 
conductors and other wires" as set out in aforementioned regulation are not stationary and hang in catenary 
curves which vary by a considerable amount depending on a number of factors. 

Eskom separation and tree and building restriction distances as currently being interpreted, are constant 
along the longitudinal length of the power line. These constant distances must therefore take into account 
the worst case distance condition, under normal circumstances at the mid-span point.  

In many of the older servitudes the building restriction refers to the outside conductors of the power line. In 
most cases the figure of 30 feet was used as the distance from the outside conductor. The majority of the 
above servitudes refer to 88kV and lower voltage power lines so the figure of 11 metres can be used to 
describe the building restriction from the centre line in these cases. The outside conductor was usually less 
than 1,86 metres (6,1 feet) from the centre phase in these types of construction [9,14m + 1,86m = 11,00m]. 
This archaic practice causes difficulty in interpretation when the line is re-built on a different structure type, 
but can not be ignored. 

Keywords 

A guideline for building line restrictions, servitude widths, line separations and clearances from Power lines. 

1 Scope 

This document is intended to be used as a guideline for the determination of separation distances between 
parallel power lines, the tree and building restriction distances of various voltage power lines, as well as the 
height clearance of various voltage power lines over man-made and natural objects. Also included is a 
section on Underground Cables dealing with different voltage requirements as well as cable bending radii.  

It is important to note that this document is not a specification or a standard, but rather a guideline as 
mentioned above.  

2 Normative references 

The following documents contain provisions that, through reference in the text, constitute requirements of 
this guide.  At the time of publication, the editions indicated were valid.  All standards and specifications are 
subject to revision, and parties to agreements based on this guide are encouraged to investigate the 
possibility of applying the most recent editions of the documents listed below.  Information on currently valid 
national and international standards and specifications can be obtained from the Information Centre and 
Technology Standardization Department at Megawatt Park. 

Advertising on Roads and Ribbon Development Act 21 of 1940 
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Eskom Conversion Act 13 of 2001 

Electricity Regulation Act, Act 4 of 2006 

Explosives Act 26 of 1956 

SA National Roads Agency Limited and National Roads Act 7 of 1998. 

Occupational Health and Safety Act 85 of 1993 

National Railway Safety Regulator Act 16 of 2002 

Telecommunications Act 103 of 1996 

DST_34-1202, Rev.2, Distribution Standard Part 6: Sub-transmission Lines, Section 1: General. 

DST_34-1191, Rev.0, Distribution Standard Part 4: Medium Voltage Reticulation, Section 0: General 
information and requirements for overhead lines up 33kV with conductors up to HARE/OAK. 

DST_34-1192, Rev.0, Distribution Standard Part 4: Medium Voltage Reticulation, Section 1: Light 
conductors - Particular requirements for overhead lines up to 33 kV with conductors up to Hare conductor 

DST_34-827: Rev.0, Procedure for the approval of work where Eskom’s rights might be encroached upon 
and/or services/assets placed at risk. 

DGL_34-363, Rev.4, Guide for the co-use of Eskom Servitudes 

DGL_34-601, Rev.0, Powerline Route selection as part of sustainable development. 

SANS 10280-1:2008 

3 Definitions and abbreviations 

3.1 Definitions 

In this guide, unless the context indicates otherwise: 

Power line:  means an overhead line of whatever voltage, erected for the conducting of electricity. 

Cable:  means an underground service of whatever voltage, laid for the purpose of conducting 
electricity. 

Tree and building restriction:  means the horizontal distance measured perpendicularly from the 
centre line (on either side) within which no trees and buildings may encroach. Note that: use of the 
centre line, which is a visible physical feature to define the width of the building and tree restrictions in 
servitude and wayleave agreements, has been made here. The types of supporting structures and 
method of constructing Eskom power lines render the physical definition of the centre line of a power 
line easily recognisable. 

Separation distance:  means the horizontal distance between centre lines measured perpendicularly 
between any two power lines running parallel to each other. Due to the fact that a number of variables 
(such as the worst case weather conditions which are likely to be encountered) have to be considered, 
guidelines for distances only can be laid down. The present ruling in Eskom is that when two lines of 
dissimilar voltages are running parallel, the separation distance is determined by the separation 
requirements of the higher voltage line. 

Clearance:  means the radial distance from any electrical power transmission conductor and other 
wires of power lines. The Occupational Health and Safety Act 85 of 1993 and its regulations lay down 
the minimum clearances of electric conductors and other wires of power lines away from buildings and 
other structures. Non-compliance with the Act is non-negotiable. 
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Right:  means the right to traverse or occupy land and includes inter alia servitudes, surface right 
permits, wayleaves, exercised options, licences and permissions to occupy. These are sometimes 
described as Rights-of-Way. 

Wayleave agreement:  means an unregistered personal contract conferring electric power 
transmission rights to Eskom, which is generally regarded as being binding on successors in the title 
who have knowledge of the right. Eskom’s minor power lines, which are rural and urban reticulation 
lines, are covered by wayleave agreements. These are not secured by registration in the Deeds 
Office. Eskom’s security relies largely on the fact that power supplies are or can be made available 
from these lines. No compensation is paid for these rights because their presence is generally 
regarded as being an advantage to the property. 

Servitude:  means a parcel of electric power transmission rights granted to Eskom over the 
immovable property of another and registered or to be registered against the title deed of the land in 
question and usually involves the payment of compensation. 

3.2 Abbreviations 

Not applicable 

4 Requirements 

4.1 Underground Cables 

Underground power cables are not visible physical features and it is for this reason that area servitudes 
should be acquired. The reasons for an area servitude is the fact that the underground cables can not be 
installed in a straight line and tend to zigzag in the cable trench. It sometimes happens that Eskom’s rights 
for an overhead power line provide for underground cables as well. The wording, for example, would be as 
follows: “centre line of an Overhead Electric Power Transmission Line with Underground cables”. In such 
cases the requirements set down in this document for underground cables do not apply. Refer to Part 22 of 
the DT Web for detailed information. 

4.2 Different voltages and requirements 

The following apply as regards underground cables: 

• Increased voltages for underground cables do not necessarily require larger tree and building 
restriction areas (servitude areas) than the normal minimum required for, say, an 11kV 
underground cable. Different depths for cables are as follow. For high voltage cables (66kV and 
above), the depth must be 1.2 metres; medium voltage cables (11kV and 22kV), the depth must 
be 1 metre and for low Voltage cables (4 core cables), the depth must be 800mm.  

• Eskom has through the years maintained that ‘no excavations may be effected within 1.5 metres 
from any of its underground electric cables’. Therefore, keeping servitude areas for underground 
cables at minimum 3.00 metres wide is preferable. Where multiple cables are laid next to each 
other, 300mm spacing apart from each other is preferable.  

• No attempt should be made either in the Deed or the servitude diagram to limit the servitude area 
to the right of laying one cable only. This should be left open for any possible future cables that 
could be laid in the area with separation distance (that will not affect the cooling of the cables or 
the cable rating) permitting.  
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4.3 Cable bending radius 

A cable bend at 90 degrees can never be achieved. Define a radius for the curve that would best suite the 
configuration at the bends. Furthermore, the ‘area servitude’ eliminates, to a great extent, the need to worry 
about what the cable does at the bends when precautionary measures are taken into consideration. In 
extreme cases, for example, breaking the curve into short cords would solve the problem – see figure 
below. 
 

                                    1.5m 

                                    1.5m 

 

Legend:  Cable  

   90° bend       

    Short cords 

   Servitude limits    

Figure 1 

5 Overhead Lines 

The question of servitude widths, and tree and building restriction distances have been central to long 
discussions and studies in the past and recently. Problems often arise due to stay positions of the angle 
strain structure at the bends falling outside the restriction area, commonly referred to as the “servitude area” 
in the Deed as well as the options. The problem occurs where stayed mono pole structures are utilised. Self 
supporting mono pole and lattice structures are recommended where an instance such as this could occur. 

It is apparent from the studies that the tree and building restriction distance and parallel line separation 
distance will have to be obtained from the relevant Design Engineer for each individual project. Based on 
theoretical and practical principles, the servitude width is a function of the following: 

• A = Horizontal conductor spacing at the structure  (Generically a family of structures, e.g. self-
supporting monopoles have roughly the same horizontal spacing between conductors for all types 
of structures; the standoff insulators are 1.2m long and the strain crossarms about the same). 

• B =  Conductor swing at 500Pa wind 

• C = OHS Act Clearance to buildings, etc. 

Therefore, required servitude width = A + 2 x (B+C) 
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This approach has been used very successfully in high-cost or critical areas (e.g. buildings close to 
proposed servitude).  The best that has been achieved so far was where the land value was so high 
(through Stellenbosch vineyards) that, in that project, R700 000 in servitude costs were saved. This was 
achieved by using a single wood pole compact design over a comparatively short section of line, the reason 
being that, technically, the compact monopole 132kV lines can be accommodated on an even smaller 
servitude than 31.0m. The above equation can be used for any critical area where the applicable servitude 
width might not be achievable.   

We can summarize the above by saying that one could have a scenario where your line servitude width 
changes depending on span length and cost of land. This means that it will depend on the span and the 
basic structure width (i.e. the horizontal conductor separation) that defines the servitude width, the other 
two (conductor and swing out span) being constant for a particular line.  One could have shorter spans for 
narrower servitude width and balance the savings hereof against the cost of having more structures. It 
might be worthwhile to have more compact or alternative structures (which may have a cost implication) for 
such high land values.  

The problem of stays extending beyond the servitude area can be eliminated, and should be negotiated 
and agreed upon with the landowner. From the Notarial Deeds of Servitudes as well as the Option 
documents it appears that Eskom’s rights are only limited to activity within the servitude area except when it 
comes to the right of entry and the right to use existing roads. This is true since a ‘servitude’ gives only a 
limited right, which is also another reason why it is necessary to frame a servitude diagram in order to 
indicate the extent of these rights over the property concerned. Historical developments (Land Survey 
Manual: 8.17 Eskom’s Consideration formula) also support this idea of a “restricted area”. The normal 
clause in a deed for the rights acquired currently reads as follows:  

1) The servitude/each of the servitudes shall include the following 

a) the right to erect such structures and works on the property or to erect or lead such 
conductors, cables or appliances or other equipment on or over the property as may be 
necessary or convenient in exercising the right of servitude; and the right to erect such 
supporting mechanisms for structures and works with the possibility that it may reasonably 
extend beyond the servitude area as may be necessary or convenient to safely secure the 
structures or works. 

b) the right to enter and be upon the property at any time in order to construct, erect, operate, 
use, maintain, repair, re-erect, alter or inspect the structures, works, appliances, conductors 
or cables on the property or in order to gain access to any adjacent property in the exercise 
of similar rights; 

c) the right to use existing roads giving access to the property or roads running across the 
property and gates on the property and to erect in any fence such gates as may be 
necessary or convenient to gain access to or egress from the property and to gain access 
to any power line, telecommunication conductors, cables or accessory equipment; 

2) the right to remove any trees, bush, material, grass or structures within the restricted area defined 
in clause 3 hereof and the right to cut or trim any tree in order to comply with the restrictions 
referred to in clause 3 hereof; 

a) None of the above mentions ‘supporting mechanisms’, that is, stays. Sub-clauses 1.1 and 
1.6 above come close to solving the problem but they could be interpreted to limit those 
rights within the servitude area only. It is for that reason that the standard clause 1.1 was 
changed in July 2002 to read as follows: 

b) the right to erect such structures and works on the property or to erect or lead such 
conductors, cables or appliances or other equipment on or over the property as may be 
necessary or convenient in exercising the right of servitude; and the right to erect such 
supporting mechanisms for structures and works with the possibility that it may 
reasonably extend beyond the servitude area as may be necessary or convenient to 
safely secure the structures or works. 
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The above, will eliminate the problem of stays falling outside the servitude area. The need to register a 
servitude at the strain points for, say, a circle with a radius of 20m from the centre peg at the bends, will 
also not be necessary. This clause can be justified to the landowner by the 10% solatium that is currently 
being paid as part of compensation. Should it be evident that stays falling outside the servitude area would 
adversely affect the property, and then an increase in solatium can be negotiated for during presentation for 
approval to the Land and Rights Tender Committee. 

Over and above the rights mentioned above, the following restrictions are placed on the owner: 

Extract from the official document. 

c)  With regards to the owner the following special restrictions are placed on the use of the 
property/ properties namely - 

No building or structure may be erected or installed above or below the surface of the ground within  metres 
of the centre line of any power line or within metres from any structure supporting mechanism. 

No tree shall be planted within the servitude area. 

No tree which will grow to a height in excess of the horizontal distance of that tree from the nearest 
conductor of any power line shall be planted within the vicinity of the power line. 

No material which may in the opinion of Eskom endanger the safety of any power line shall be placed within 
metres of the centre line of any power line. 

No mining activities or blasting operations shall be carried out within 500 metres of the centre line of any 
power line, without the prior written permission of Eskom. 

5.1 Different voltages and requirements 

As illustrated in the foregoing discussion on overhead lines, the following applies: 

• For a number of reasons, one of which is that the clearance distance to a building in mid-span of 
power line would be different to the distance near a support structure due to conductor swing, 
Eskom has laid down servitude widths in excess of those required by the OHS Act.  

• These building restrictions are constant throughout the length of power line of any particular 
voltage - conductor size, type of construction and route permitting. These may be reduced in 
accordance with the above where land values are very high. 

Current practice within Eskom is that each region has its own standard building restrictions, which are 
applicable throughout that region. The guidelines given below are generally being used in the majority of 
the regions while the minority do not differ by more than 1 – 2 metres. 

Table 1 below gives the building line restriction distances that should be used as guidelines. It is intended 
to lay down standard building restrictions that will be applicable to all regions within Eskom. The building 
restriction distances given are perpendicular from the centreline of the power line to the edge of the building 
restriction on one side of the power line. In order to obtain the total building restriction of a single power line 
the figures should be multiplied by two.  

Separation distances between power lines that run parallel to each other are necessary in order to avoid 
excessive induction. The separation distance between two parallel lines is measured perpendicularly from 
the centre of the one line to the centre of the other line. Applicable separation distances for different 
operating voltages are also shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1 − Guidelines for different voltages and requirements 

Voltage
Building restriction on
each side of centre
line

Separation 
distance between
parallel lines

1)  All voltages below 22kV 9 metres 12 metres

2)  22kV 9 metres 12 metres

3)  33kV 11 metres 14 metres

4)  44kV 11 metres 14 metres

5)  66kV 11 metres 14 metres

6)  88kV 11 metres 14 to 15 metres

7)  132kV and Delta construction 275kV 18 metres 15 metres

(15.5 - 20) (21 - 24)

8)  220kV 23.5 metres 32 metres

(19.5 - 21.0) (25m)

9)  275kV (Horizontal) 23.5 metres 32 metres

10) 400kV 27.5 metres  (Stayed) 35 metres 

(23.5 m Self-supportting)

11) 765kV 40 metres 46 metres  

Note:  The information above is quoted from the Rights of Way Manual (Module 15979) and the information in 
brackets, where the two are different and inconsistent, is quoted from the Land Survey Manual.  

Furthermore, it is strongly advised that the restriction distances for a particular voltage line not be assumed 
to be as given above, but that the question be discussed prior to commencing with route planning. 
Furthermore, in the context of this document, the following classification applies to the operating voltages 
shown in Table 1 above: 

• 1 to 3 are classified as Distribution Lines (MV), 

• 4 to 7 are classified as Sub-transmission Lines (HV) , and 

• 8 to 11 are classified as Transmission Lines (HV). 

Note also that the ruling in Eskom is that when two lines of dissimilar voltages are running parallel, the separation 
distance be defined by the requirement of the higher voltage of the two lines. 

The separation distance between parallel lines for 132kv lines of 15m will not be a problem when two 
monopole 132kv lines run parallel to each other, but could become a problem when a monopole 132kv line 
runs parallel to a lattice 132kv line. 

It should therefore be considered that the 15m separation distance only apply to monopole type 
construction lines running adjacent to each other. 
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Where monopoles are planned to run adjacent to lattice type structures, each line needs to be looked at 
individually, since each lattice line has its own variables. These variables, as shown below, will need to be 
determined prior to a separation distance being decided on.  

a) The cross-arm length of the lattice suspension structure. 

b) The insulator length 

c) The type of conductor, conductor thickness and conductor mass 

d) The longest span between two suspension structures 

e) The maximum sag 

The last four variables will have a major impact on the perpendicular distance that the conductor will swing 
out under heavy wind conditions. Once this has been calculated the formula to calculate the separation 
distance would then be as follows: 

Line Separation = I + S1 + M + C + L + S2 

Where:  I = Length of stand off insulator from monopole 

S1 = Swing out distance of conductor from monopole stand off insulator 

M = Minimum safety distance as per the OHS Act 

C = Length from centre of structure to insulator 

S2 = Swing out distance of insulator and conductor from lattice structure 

6 Line clearances 

6.1 The Occupational Health and Safety Act 85 of 1993 

The Occupational Health and Safety Act 85 of 1993 (the OHS Act), as mentioned previously, provides for 
statutory clearances – see Annex A (informative) on page 15 for details. Eskom and a number of other 
authorities (Roads Department, Transnet Telkom, etc.) have laid down minimum clearances to their works, 
which are in excess of those required by the OHS Act. 

6.2 Various clearances 

Table 2 below gives the minimum clearances as adopted and used for various operating voltages: 

• 1  to 3 are classified as Distribution Lines (MV), 

• 4 to 7 are classified as Sub-transmission Lines (HV) , and 

• 8 to 11 are classified as Transmission Lines (HV). 
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Table 2 − Clearances (all distances are given in metres) 

6.6kV 11kV 22kV 33kV 44kV 66kV 88kV 132kV 220kV 275kV 400kV 533kV 765kV

0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.8 1.0 1.5 1.9 2.4 3.2 3.7 5.5

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.7 1.0 1.2 1.7 2.3 3.0 4.0 N/A 6.1

in 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5

out 5.0 5.1 5.2 5.3

3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.2 3.4 3.8 4.2 4.7 5.6 6.1 10.0

4.7 4.8 4.9 5.0 5.1 5.3 5.6 6.0 6.6 6.9 7.8 8.3 15.0

0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.4 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.9 3.8 4.3 7.5

2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.3 3.7 4.2 5.0 5.5 7.5

6.2 6.3 6.4 6.5 6.6 6.9 7.1 7.5 7.9 8.4 9.3 9.8 15.0

1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8 2.0 2.4 3.0 3.9 4.3 7.5

1.4 1.4 1.5 1.7 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.7 3.2 3.6 4.5 4.9 7.5

9.6 9.7 9.8 9.9 10.0 10.2 10.4 10.9 11.4 11.8 12.7 13.2

3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.2 3.4 3.8 4.3 4.8 5.6

1.4 1.4 1.5 1.7 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.7 3.2 3.6 4.5

7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5

6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5
National roads and Natal:
minimum

5.7 5.9 6.3

Transnet telephone lines

Spoornet tracks

Transnet power lines

Natal & Transvaal (TVL):
abnormal load routes and TVL
freeways: minimum

Distribution Sub-Transmission

Above roads in townships,
proclaimed roads including
Transnet

Telkom telephone lines (Eskom
requirement)

6.7

Transmission

Ground clearnce inside
and outside townships

Spoornet electrification
structures

Description of Service

Outdoor earth: minimum safety
clearance

Phase to phase

Building structures not part of
power line

Transnet walkways and foot
bridges

Powerlines other than Transnet

Transnet electrification wires
and track earth wires

15.06.7 7.2 8.1 8.6

 

As regards to other clearances the following applies: 

• Timber restrictions: 

The distance at which a single tree or a row of trees may grow in the vicinity of a power line is set out in the 
servitude agreements signed by each landowner. This distance is dependent on the height of the tree, the 
extent of foliage and the manner in which the tree grows. The main purpose of the clause in the servitude 
agreement is to preclude any danger to the power line. 
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When power lines are planned and constructed through known forestry areas i.e. an area designated for 
the commercial production of timber, the servitude area is increased to the figures given in Table 3 below. 

Table 3 − Timber areas (all distances are given in metres) 

Voltage
Tree restriction distance
on each side of the
centre line

Total servitude width
paid for at 100%

1) 11, 22 and 33kV 25 50
2) 42 and 66kV 33 66
3) 88kV 33.5 67
4) 132kV 36 72
5) 275kV 38.5 77
6) 400kV 40 80  

No trees should be permitted within the servitude area given above. Existing firebreaks in the timber areas 
should be used as far as possible to mitigate costs. 

• Explosive magazines 

Power Lines must not be constructed in the close proximity of explosive magazines.  

Regulation 7.3 of the Explosives Act 26 of 1956 lays down that no power line shall be erected or 
alternatively no magazine may be erected unless the following minimum horizontal distances are adhered 
to: 

Table 4 − Explosive magazines (all distances are given in metres) 

Length of power line span Clearance to magazine

1) Under 30metres               15 metres
2) 30 – 150 metres                20 metres
3) Over 150 metres               30 metres  

The distances given above are not only to the centre line but rather to any part of the power line.  

• Rifle ranges 

Power lines should not be routed across or within the areas defined as "danger zones" of rifle ranges as 
stray bullets may damage the conductor or insulators. The requirement for the planning of a power line in 
the vicinity of one of the South African National Defence Force ranges is set out in Planning of Power Lines 
in the vicinity of Rifle Ranges. This standard sets out the procedure to be followed in the case where a 
power line is planned within or near the danger zone of a South Africa National Defence Force rifle range. 
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The sketch below illustrates the danger zone of a rifle range of 12 targets. 

 

                     600 m                              1 000m                                   1 500m 
Firing                               Target 
Point 

Note:   
BG = 384m 
CF = 824m 
DE = 824m 

 
Figure 2: Proximity to rifle ranges 

It will be noted that the danger zone extends for 2 500 meters behind the target area. This area can be 
reduced for local conditions e.g. such as a hill 60m high behind the targets. 

• Vertical clearances over navigable waters 

Generally, normal ground clearances should be provided to the normal summer water level of a river and 
the spillway level of a dam. Care should be taken not to place support structures of transmission and 
distribution lines in the 50 and 100-year flood plains. 

If crossings are proposed over rivers, dams or lakes (which are or could be used as navigable, particularly 
by yachts or boats with high masts) then a clearance of 2,5 metres plus the relevant minimum outdoor 
clearance should be provided over the tallest mast likely to be encountered on such water under conditions 
of spillway level and maximum conductor sag. The tallest mast likely to be encountered on inland waters 
should not exceed 15 metres (measured from the water level). 

Finally, regulation 15(1)(b) of the Electrical Machinery Regulation states that: the clearances of conductors 
and other wires over the normal high-water level of power lines crossing over water shall not be less than 
the values for power lines above the ground outside townships, with the provision that if the owner of the 
land on which the water is situated requires a greater clearance and no agreement can be reached, the 
dispute shall be referred to the chief inspector for a decision. 
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• Other structures 

Boreholes and Windmills should be treated in the same manner as a building. The sweep of the tail of the 
windmill should not be closer that the building restriction distances set out in Table 2. 

Although swimming pools do not normally protrude above the ground surface they should be treated in the 
same manner as a building is. 

• Clearances as per agreement with Telkom 

Where an overhead non insulated electrical supply line (except overhead service mains) crosses an 
existing or projected overhead telecommunications line, the electricity supplier or user must provide 
minimum clearances as follows:  

a) In accordance with the regulations in terms of the Occupational Health and Safety Act 85 of 1993, 
see Table Annex A. 

6.3 High load roads/routes 

The requirements of the Occupational Health and Safety Act (OHS Act) 85 of 1993 must be strictly adhered 
to when crossing over high load roads or routes. Table 2 (under ‘abnormal load routes’) on page 11 gives 
the clearances as adopted and used in this regard.  

The following are some of the standard conditions for clearances that are applicable to power lines and/or 
cables that cross or are parallel to national roads: 

(i) No tower, pole, stay, pipe nor cable shall be erected or laid within a distance of 20 or 60 metres 
as applicable, measured from the national road reserve boundary, if such tower, pole or stay, pipe 
or cable is erected or laid parallel to the national road. 

(ii) No tower, pole or stay shall be erected within a distance of 20 or 60 metres as applicable, 
measured from the national road reserve boundary, if such tower, pole or stay is erected for the 
purpose of establishing a power line across the national road. 

(iii) No manhole shall be constructed within a distance of 20 metres, measured from the national road 
reserve boundary, if such a manhole is constructed for the purpose of laying an underground 
cable underneath the national road, unless an alternative position for the manhole has been 
previously determined in consultation with the Regional Engineer 

(iv) A vertical clearance of not less than 6.5 metres, measured from the crown of the national road to 
the lowest wire, shall be observed for lines operating at a phase voltage of 33kV and below. 

(v) The underground cable pipe shall be laid inside a sleeve pipe, which shall extend across the full 
width of the national road reserve, the top convex of which shall be at least one metre below the 
surface of the national road and the natural ground level. ESKOM shall ensure that in the process 
of laying an underground cable or sleeve pipe across the national road, the surface of the road 
shall not be interfered with. 

(vi) ESKOM shall undertake to maintain any tower, pole, stay or overhead wire, cable or pipe at all 
times, at its own cost and to take all necessary precautions to ensure the safety of road users. 

(vii) ESKOM shall undertake to shift or relocate, at its own cost and without compensation, any 
overhead power line or underground cable at the intersection of such power line with the existing 
national road, if such shifting or relocation becomes necessary as a result of road widening work, 
road construction work or road maintenance work, provided that such widening, construction or 
maintenance shall not involve any re-routing of the national road. 
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Another standard condition of importance to remember is that: No permanent entrance to or exit from a 
National Road shall be permitted. 

The 20 metres referred to in clauses (i) and (ii) is applicable to those power lines of voltage below 40kV. 
The 60 metres distance refers to power lines whose voltages are 40kV or higher. 

The clearance given in clause (iv) is a minimum for road purposes only. The Occupational Health and 
Safety Act 85 of 1993 require clearances in excess of 6,5 metres for all voltages above 40kV, and these 
additional clearances must be abided by. 

The SA National Roads Agency Limited and National Roads Act 7 of 1998 require that no crossing should 
be within 500 metres of the point of intersection at a junction but this restriction may be waived with special 
application with motivation. No fee is payable for any application to National Roads. 

As regards Provincial roads the following applies: the Provinces use clauses in the Advertising on Roads 
and Ribbon Development Act 21 of 1940 to impose building restrictions for a distance outside the road 
reserve boundaries. The clauses in the Advertising on Roads and Ribbon Development Act preclude 
without approval, any building or structure within 300 Cape feet each side of the centre line of any 
proclaimed building restriction road. By common usage the 300 Cape feet has been converted to 95 
metres. 

The jurisdiction of any provincial roads department does not extend beyond the 190 metre wide strip whose 
centre line is the centre line of the proclaimed road reserve. Eskom has agreed to apply to the relevant 
provincial road authority for all new Eskom services so that Eskom can be advised of future road plans and 
other special conditions that must be observed. 
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Annex A - Electrical machinery regulations 
(Informative) 

Maximum voltage for which insulation 

is designed. kV rms phase-phase

Minimum 

safety 

clearance

Above 

ground 

ouside 

townships

Above 

ground in 

townships

Above roads in 
townships, 
proclaimed 

roads outside 
townships and 

tramways

To 
telecommunicat

ion lines or 
between power 

lines and 
cradles

To buildings, 

poles and 

structures not 

forming part of 

power lines

1.1 or less……………………. __ 4.9 5.5 6.1 0.6 3.0

7,2…………………………….. 0.15 5.0 5.5 6.2 0.7 3.0

12…………………………….. 0.20 5.1 5.5 6.3 0.8 3.0

24…………………………….. 0.32 5.2 5.5 6.4 0.9 3.0

36…………………………….. 0.43 5.3 5.5 6.5 1.0 3.0

48…………………………….. 0.54 5.4 5.5 6.6 1.1 3.0

72…………………………….. 0.77 5.7 5.7 6.9 1.4 3.2

100…………………………… 1.00 5.9 5.9 7.1 1.6 3.4

145…………………………… 1.45 6.3 6.3 7.5 2.0 3.8

245…………………………… 1.85 6.7 6.7 7.9 2.4 4.2

300…………………………… 2.35 7.2 7.2 8.4 2.9 4.7

362…………………………… 2.90 7.8 7.8 9.0 3.5 5.3

420…………………………… 3.20 8.1 8.1 9.3 3.8 5.6

800…………………………… 5.50 10.4 10.4 11.6 6.1 8.5

533kV d.c.* ………………… 3.70 8.6 8.6 9.8 4.3 6.1

Minimum clearance in metres

* Maximum voltage to earth for which insulation is designed. 

Provided that these figures are based on the assumption that clearances shall be
determined for a minimum conductor temperature of 50 ºC and a swing angle
corresponding to a wind pressure of 500 Pa: Provided further that where under normal
conditions power line conductors operate at a temperature above 50 ºC, the clearance
at a higher temperature at which the conductors operate shall be in accordance with
the clearance indicated in the table.
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Annex B – Impact Assessment 
(Normative) 

Impact assessment form to be completed for all documents. 

1 Guidelines 

o All comments must be completed. 

o Motivate why items are N/A (not applicable) 

o Indicate actions to be taken, persons or organisations responsible for actions and deadline for action. 

o Change control committees to discuss the impact assessment, and if necessary give feedback to the 
compiler of any omissions or errors. 

2 Critical points 

2.1 Importance of this document. E.g. is implementation required due to safety deficiencies, 
statutory requirements, technology changes, document revisions, improved service quality, 
improved service performance, optimised costs.  

Comment: Document Revisions 

2.2 If the document to be released impacts on statutory or legal compliance - this need to be very 
clearly stated and so highlighted.   

Comment: n/a 

2.3 Impact on stock holding and depletion of existing stock prior to switch over. 

Comment: n/a 

2.4 When will new stock be available? 

Comment: n/a 

2.5 Has the interchangeability of the product or item been verified - i.e. when it fails is a straight 
swop possible with a competitor's product? 

Comment: n/a 

2.6 Identify and provide details of other critical (items required for the successful implementation 
of this document) points to be considered in the implementation of this document. 

Comment: n/a 

2.7 Provide details of any comments made by the Regions regarding the implementation of this 
document. 

Comment: (N/A during commenting phase) 
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Annex B 
(continued) 

3 Implementation timeframe 

3.1 Time period for implementation of requirements.  

Comment: Immediately 

3.2 Deadline for changeover to new item and personnel to be informed of DX wide change-over. 

Comment: n/a 

4 Buyers Guide and Power Office  

4.1 Does the Buyers Guide or Buyers List need updating? 

Comment: n/a 

4.2 What Buyer’s Guides or items have been created? 

Comment: n/a 

4.3 List all assembly drawing changes that have been revised in conjunction with this document. 

Comment: n/a 

4.4 If the implementation of this document requires assessment by CAP, provide details under 5 

4.5 Which Power Office packages have been created, modified or removed? 

Comment: n/a 

5 CAP / LAP Pre-Qualification Process related impacts 

5.1 Is an ad-hoc re-evaluation of all currently accepted suppliers required as a result of 
implementation of this document? 

Comment: n/a 

5.2 If NO, provide motivation for issuing this specification before Acceptance Cycle Expiry date. 

Comment: n/a 

5.3 Are ALL suppliers (currently accepted per LAP), aware of the nature of changes contained in 
this document? 

Comment: n/a 
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Annex B 
(continued) 

5.4 Is implementation of the provisions of this document required during the current supplier 
qualification period? 

Comment: n/a 

5.5 If Yes to 5.4, what date has been set for all currently accepted suppliers to comply fully? 

Comment: n/a 

5.6 If Yes to 5.4, have all currently accepted suppliers been sent a prior formal notification 
informing them of Eskom’s expectations, including the implementation date deadline? 

Comment: n/a 

5.7 Can the changes made, potentially impact upon the purchase price of the material/equipment? 

Comment: n/a 

5.8 Material group(s) affected by specification: (Refer to Pre-Qualification invitation schedule for 
list of material groups) 

Comment: n/a 

6 Training or communication 
6.1 Is training required? 

Comment: Yes 

6.2 State the level of training required to implement this document. (E.g. awareness training, 
practical / on job, module, etc.) 

Comment: On Job 

6.3 State designations of personnel that will require training. 

Comment: Survey staff and Land & Rights Practitioners 

6.4 Is the training material available? Identify person responsible for the development of training 
material. 

Comment: Workgroup/Development Team 

6.5 If applicable, provide details of training that will take place. (E.G. sponsor, costs, trainer, 
schedule of training, course material availability, training in erection / use of new equipment, 
maintenance training, etc).  

Comment: 
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Annex B 
(continued) 

6.6 Was Technical Training Section consulted w.r.t module development process? 

Comment: n/a 

6.7 State communications channels to be used to inform target audience. 

Comment: n/a 

7 Special tools, equipment, software 

7.1 What special tools, equipment, software, etc will need to be purchased by the Region to 
effectively implement? 

Comment: n/a 

7.2 Are there stock numbers available for the new equipment? 

Comment: n/a 

7.3  What will be the costs of these special tools, equipment, software? n/a 

8 Finances 

8.1 What total costs would the Regions be required to incur in implementing this document? 
Identify all cost activities associated with implementation, e.g. labour, training, tooling, stock, 
obsolescence 

Comment: 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Impact assessment completed by: 

Name:  Magda Le Roux______________________________________________________________ 

Designation:  Land and Rights___________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 


